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NVIDIA GRID 2.0 Launches With Broad Industry Support

VMware, Citrix, HP, Dell Among Those Bringing Unprecedented Performance of NVIDIA Cloud Graphics Technology to Enterprise

Workflows

VMworld -- NVIDIA today launched NVIDIA® GRID™ 2.0 with broad industry support for its ability to deliver even the most graphics-intensive applications to any

connected device virtually.

Nearly a dozen Fortune 500 companies are completing trials of the NVIDIA GRID 2.0 beta. Major server vendors, including Cisco, Dell, HP and Lenovo, have

qualified the GRID solution to run on 125 server models, including new blade servers. NVIDIA has worked closely with Citrix and VMware to bring a rich graphics

experience to end-users on the industry's leading virtualization platforms. 

NVIDIA GRID 2.0 delivers unprecedented performance, efficiency and flexibility improvements for virtualized graphics in enterprise workflows. Employees can

work from almost anywhere without delays in downloading files, increasing their productivity. IT departments can equip workers with instant access to powerful

applications, improving resource allocation. And data can be stored more securely by residing in a central server rather than individual systems.

"Industry leaders around the world are embracing NVIDIA GRID to provide their employees access to even the most graphics-intensive workflows on any device,

right from the data center," said Jen-Hsun Huang, co-founder and CEO of NVIDIA. "NVIDIA GRID technology enables employees to do their best work regardless

of the device they use or where they are located. This is the future of enterprise computing."

The ability to virtualize enterprise workflows from the data center has not been possible until now due to low performance, poor user experience and limited

server and application support. NVIDIA GRID 2.0 integrates the GPU into the data center and clears away these barriers by offering:

• Doubled user density: NVIDIA GRID 2.0 doubles user density over the previous version, introduced last year, allowing up to 128 users per server. This

enables enterprises to scale more cost effectively, expanding service to more employees at a lower cost per user.

• Doubled application performance: Using the latest version of NVIDIA's award-winning Maxwell™ GPU architecture, NVIDIA GRID 2.0 delivers twice the

application performance as before -- exceeding the performance of many native clients.

• Blade server support: Enterprises can now run GRID-enabled virtual desktops on blade servers -- not simply rack servers -- from leading blade server

providers.

• Linux support: No longer limited to the Windows operating system, NVIDIA GRID 2.0 now enables enterprises in industries that depend on Linux applications

and workflows to take advantage of graphics-accelerated virtualization.

Positive Feedback on NVIDIA GRID 2.0

More than a dozen enterprises in a wide range of industries have been piloting NVIDIA GRID 2.0 and are reporting direct business benefits in terms of user

productivity, IT efficiency and security improvements.

"With NVIDIA GRID, our engineers are able to run a wide range of engineering design and analysis applications. It's led to increased productivity by streamlining

our use of data and eliminating the need to replicate data to our remote production facilities," says Fred Devoir, senior architect and IT infrastructure manager,

Textron. "With the latest 2.0 release, we've been able to double the number of concurrent users per GPU or increase the maximum amount of video memory

which allows a greater array of applications to be used without a compromise in performance. I am excited about the potential of enabling these capabilities for

even more design and manufacturing engineers."

"NVIDIA GRID 2.0 with VMware Horizon® marks the next phase of innovation in enterprise-wide virtual desktop deployments," said Sanjay Poonen, executive

vice president and general manager, End-User Computing, VMware. "VMware End-User Computing solutions have transformed the way organizations empower

their workforces, with technologies that are simple to use, and are secure. Our close alignment with NVIDIA continues to bring forth powerful capabilities to

customers, and is one of the key reasons for our gaining market-share in the desktop virtualization market."

"In 2013, Citrix and NVIDIA released the first joint vGPU solution to enable multiple virtual desktops to share a single GPU and deliver an uncompromised

experience that scales easily," said Calvin Hsu, vice president, product marketing, Windows App Delivery, Citrix. "NVIDIA GRID 2.0 with Citrix XenApp and

XenDesktop app and desktop delivery now allows more users to take advantage of rich applications on any device."

"The ability of our newest desktop product, ArcGIS Pro, to deliver a great user experience in virtual environments with GRID is extremely important to Esri," said

John Meza, performance engineering lead, Esri. "It allows our users to continue their great work in whatever environment, physical or virtualized, they choose."

"With GRID 2.0 we can provide our customers a powerful, secure and reliable blade server configuration, giving them more options to virtualize all their

graphics-accelerated workflows," said Neil MacDonald, vice president and general manager, HP BladeSystem. "GRID technology allows HP to provide the

highest density virtualized graphics offering on the market today so that our customers easily scale to accommodate the highest possible number of users."

"Dell has a long history of being first to market with innovative solutions that help customers address their IT challenges," said Brian Payne, executive director,

Server Solutions, Dell. "We've worked closely with NVIDIA to be the first to enable our server ecosystem to improve productivity, security and efficiency through

enterprise GPU solutions."

Experience NVIDIA GRID

Users are encouraged to experience NVIDIA GRID for themselves through the NVIDIA GRID Test Drive. This experience gives users instant access to hours of

NVIDIA GRID vGPU acceleration on a Windows desktop with 2D and 3D industry-leading applications such as:

• Autodesk AutoCAD

• Dassault Systèmes SOLIDWORKS

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=1214413&id=6945679&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.nvidia.com%2fbuygrid
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=1214413&id=6945682&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.nvidia.com%2fobject%2fvmware-trygrid.html
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• Esri ArcGIS Pro

• Siemens NX

NVIDIA GRID 2.0 is available worldwide starting Sept.15, 2015. Read here to learn more or sign up for a 90-day evaluation.

VMworld

To see GRID 2.0 in action at VMworld, visit NVIDIA booth 629.

To Keep Current on NVIDIA GRID:

• Follow NVIDIA GRID on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, the NVIDIA Blog and NVIDIA GRID Forums.

About NVIDIA

Since 1993, NVIDIA (NASDAQ: NVDA) has pioneered the art and science of visual computing. The company's technologies are transforming a world of displays

into a world of interactive discovery -- for everyone from gamers to scientists, and consumers to enterprise customers. More information at

http://nvidianews.nvidia.com/ and http://blogs.nvidia.com/.

Certain statements in this press release including, but not limited to, statements as to: the benefits, features and impact of NVIDIA GRID 2.0are forward-looking

statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause results to be materially different than expectations. Important factors that could cause

actual results to differ materially include: global economic conditions; our reliance on third parties to manufacture, assemble, package and test our products; the

impact of technological development and competition; development of new products and technologies or enhancements to our existing product and technologies;

market acceptance of our products or our partners' products; design, manufacturing or software defects; changes in consumer preferences or demands; changes

in industry standards and interfaces; unexpected loss of performance of our products or technologies when integrated into systems; as well as other factors

detailed from time to time in the reports NVIDIA files with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, including its Form 10-Q for the fiscal period ended

July 26, 2015. Copies of reports filed with the SEC are posted on the company's website and are available from NVIDIA without charge. These forward-looking

statements are not guarantees of future performance and speak only as of the date hereof, and, except as required by law, NVIDIA disclaims any obligation to

update these forward-looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances.

© 2015 NVIDIA Corporation. All rights reserved. NVIDIA, the NVIDIA logo, Maxwell and NVIDIA GRID are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of NVIDIA

Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. VMware, VMworld, vSphere, and Horizon are registered trademarks or trademarks of VMware, Inc. in the United

States and other jurisdictions. Other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. Features,

pricing, availability and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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© 2014 NVIDIA Corporation. All rights reserved. NVIDIA and the NVIDIA logo are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation in the U.S. and
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